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who we are
we are just like you: passionate about climbing, skiing, and simply spending 
time in the mountains. Born in the heart of Chamonix Mont-Blanc, Blue Ice is 
the product of our obsession.
we are our own best customers because we go out and use, test, and abuse 
our gear every day. This is why Blue Ice has such high standards when it comes 
to materials, manufacturing methods, and product testing. The result? Inno-
vative, high performance equipment that is functional, light, and durable. at 
Blue Ice we are also our own toughest critics. after every adventure, we come 
home with ideas about how to make our gear better. This is the essence of 
what we do and we love every minute of it.

our BoTToM LIne
at Blue Ice, we believe in people, not investors. The company grew out of our 
passion for the mountains, not for staggering profits. we have no intention 
of expanding too fast. Since our bottom line is not driven by stockholders’ 
demands, we are able to operate in a focused, efficient way that is fueled 
by our passion for mountain culture and adventure. our bottom line puts 
as much emphasis on social and environmental responsibility as it does on 
financial considerations. For us, it’s not just about creating a better product; 
it’s about manufacturing it in a better way. In doing so we are not only 
innovating gear that is the best in the industry, we are also redefining the way 
business is done.
we believe that the best businesses are close-knit and community-oriented. 
Blue Ice is a small business and our customers are like family. This is why your 
satisfaction with our products is the most critical aspect of our business plan. 
we take great pride in doing things this way.

our MISSIon STaTeMenT
Blue Ice is committed to creating innovative, high performance equipment 
that embraces minimalist design and reflects our commitment to the 
environment. we want you to forget about your gear so you can focus on the 
beauty of the mountain experience.cover photo

Jonathan Crison climbing the harding route 
on Mt Conness, uSa © helias Millerioux



Davide Capozzi, Stefano Bigio and Francesco Civra at the foot of the south face of the aig. du Moine, Mont Blanc range © Luca rolli
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our CoMMITMenT To The envIronMenT
our passion for the mountains also comes with 
the responsibility to reduce our impact on the 
environment, and preserve and restore the wild 
places we love.
Blue Ice is committed to manufacturing our 
products in a way that is socially responsible and 
environmentally conscientious. our manufacturing 
processes are fine-tuned to reduce waste, prevent 
unnecessary pollution, and promote sustainability.
we are fully aware that all manufacturing has an 
impact, so we put a great deal of attention into 
creating products that are meant to last. our 
commitment to durability is essential, since the 
only products that don’t pollute are the ones that 
are never made. For this reason, we also back our 
equipment with an unlimited warranty and offer a 
repair service for damaged items.
To further express our commitment to the 
environment, we are proud members of 1% For 
The Planet, which means that we donate 1% of 
our annual sales to organizations committed to 
environmental causes.

Francesco  Civra and B. Dallona climbing the Y 
Couloir on the aiguille d’argentiere © Luca rolli
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DoInG our ParT
at Blue Ice, we are committed to reducing our impact on the 
environment and protecting the wild places we love. To fulfill that 
commitment, we support the alpine ecosystems research Center 
(Centre de recherches sur les ecosystèmes d’altitude, Crea), a 
Chamonix-based nonprofit organization specialized in mountain 
ecology research and environmental education.
The Crea conducts long-term research on the plant and animal 
species that dwell in the alpine ecosystem. These species are specially 
adapted to the harsh conditions and climate found at altitude. Since 
they are highly vulnerable to changes in their habitat, they serve as 
an excellent indicator of mankind’s impact on the environment. The 
Crea’s research focuses especially on the impact of climate change 
on alpine plants and animals.
In addition to conducting research, the Crea works to break down 
the barriers between the scientific world and the general public. The 
center organizes a variety of programs to teach children and adults 
about alpine ecosystems. The Crea also encourages the public to 
participate directly in scientific research. Their innovative programs 
teach people to collect data measuring the impact of climate change 
on mountain vegetation and bird migration.
Blue Ice is proud to support the scientific research and educational 
programs of the Crea. we strongly believe that knowledge 
and education are vital to preserving the mountains for future 
generations. For more information about the Crea, or to make a 
donation, go to www.creamontblanc.org
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choucas
The LIGhTeST harneSS You Can PuT on wIThouT TakInG oFF 
Your SkIS!
Made entirely of Dyneema®, the Choucas weighs a mere 170 g 
and is extremely compact. Thanks to custom-made variable-width 
webbing, it is extremely comfortable even for more technical routes. 
The glove-friendly buckle allows you to loosen the waist belt without 
undoing it, so you can easily remove layers while staying safe. Built 
for the toughest alpinists, this is the ultimate harness for classic 
routes, expeditions, and glacier travel with skis or crampons. The 
innovative ice screw keepers hold two screws in place so they won’t 
tear your pants.
ideal uses Mountaineering, rock and ice climbing, ski touring, 
expeditions
weight 170 g for a M
sizes S, M, L
style hr02
made in France

The Choucas is a bird commonly found in the Alps. They are said to be bright and social, but 
reserved. Choucas can move quickly; they are true mountain survivors.

SIzeS S M L

waist 66-82 cm 76-92 cm 86-102 cm

leg loops 56-70 cm 58-72 cm 60-80 cm

Marco Tamponi climbing the regular 
route on the Grandes Jorasses
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quick release 
leg loops 

glove 
friendly 
buckle 

2 slots for ice 
screw holders

2 ice screw 
keepers

variable-width waist 
belt spreads the load 
over its full width for 
added comfort

full-strength 
belay loop

2 gear loops
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helmet holder

rope 
holder

removable 
hip belt

dual ice tool 
holders

safety 
whistle

1000D

500D

top lid with 
external and 
internal pockets

hydration 
bladder-
compatible
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WaRThoG 26l
a MInIMaLIST BaCkPaCk For LIGhT anD FaST one-DaY aSCenTS 
anD ShorT TeChnICaL CLIMBS
The warthog 26L is our toughest, most streamlined backpack. 
Designed by alpine guides and built for extremely intensive use, 
it features just the accessories you need and nothing more. The 
helmet holder, rope carrier and top-loading design optimize carrying 
capacity during the approach. The top lid features a separate pocket 
to keep your wallet and keys safe when you rummage for an energy 
bar or sunglasses at the belay. The low-profile hip belt won’t interfere 
with your harness, and the pack’s compact design ensures maximum 
freedom of movement when you’re climbing. The warthog holds up 
to the harshest abuse and climbs like a champ, making it the ideal 
pack for light and fast one-day ascents and short technical climbs.
ideal uses Guiding, alpine climbing, mountaineering
volume 26L
weight 740 g
style Bk07
made in vietnam

korra Pesce climbing Torre egger, Patagonia 
© Manu Cordova
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WaRThoG 38l
a TouGh, LIGhTweIGhT PaCk For LonG TeChnICaL rouTeS 
anD aLPIne GuIDInG
The warthog 38L is tough and light like its little brother, the warthog 
26L, but added volume and features make it suitable for longer 
adventures. Like its smaller sibling, it features a helmet holder, rope 
carrier, and internal pocket for valuables. The front compression 
straps can be used to transport skis or a snowboard, and the ice tool 
holders are perfectly designed for carrying a set of technical tools. 
additional features include a three-point haul system, a removable 
bivy pad and two inner gear loops. This pack is incredibly durable, 
and its compact design ensures maximum freedom of movement 
when you’re climbing. The warthog 38L is the perfect companion for 
all of your most demanding alpine adventures.
ideal uses Guiding, alpine climbing, backcountry skiing, moun-
taineering, expeditions
volume 38L
weight 890 g
style Bk10
made in China

helmet 
holder
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three-point 
haul system

double reinforced bottom

850D ballistic

removable 
hip belt

rope 
carrier

dual ice tool 
holders

front compression 
straps for skis or a 
snowboard

hydration 
bladder-compatible

500D

safety 
whistle
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rope 
holder

three-point 
haul system

safety 
whistle

removable, adjustable 
top lid with extendable 
10L skirt

4 removable, 
adjustable 
gear loops

front and side compression 
straps for carrying skis or a 
snowboard

dual ice tool 
holders

hydration bladder-
compatible

2 fixed gear loops 
inside the pack

aluminum stays can 
be customized

removable padded hip 
belt and back frame

420 D rip-stop

double reinforced bottom

850D ballistic
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ance Series

YETI 30l 
a verSaTILe, ruGGeD PaCk For LonG anD 
DeManDInG aLPIne CLIMBS
The Yeti 30L is a full featured top loading pack 
designed for one to two day technical alpine routes. 
This pack’s clean, streamlined design makes it 
light and versatile. The front and side compression 
straps allow you to carry a pair of ice tools, skis or 
a snowboard, and any other equipment that won’t 
fit into the pack. Four removable gear loops sit 
just below the shoulder straps, making it easy to 
access your technical gear when you’re climbing, 
while a pair of fixed gear loops inside the pack keep 
everything organized. and if you’re counting grams, 
the backpack can be stripped of all of its accessories, 
making it one of the lightest in its category.
ideal uses alpine climbing, backcountry skiing, 
mountaineering 
volume 30L + 10L
weight 1360 g | min 840 g
style Bk08
made in China

at the Canzio bivouac, halfway along the 
traverse of the Grandes Jorasses, before 
climbing Pointe Young © elisabeth revol
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YETI 45l
a ruGGeD, FuLLY equIPPeD PaCk DeSIGneD For SerIouS 
aLPIne aDvenTureS
we’ve taken the great features and design of the Yeti 30L and 
created the Yeti 45L pack. Just as streamlined and versatile as 
the 30L version, the Yeti 45L has the added carrying capacity 
you need for serious multi-day alpine climbs. we’ve also added 
adjustable stabilizing straps for managing heavier loads, 
and an external zipper to make it easy to access the contents 
of your pack. Like the smaller version, the Yeti 45L features 
carrying systems for your ice tools, skis or snowboard, and any 
other oversized gear. Four removable gear loops keep crucial 
protection within easy reach, and a pair of fixed gear loops 
inside the pack help you stay organized. Two pockets inside 
the top lid are designed for storing your keys, wallet, and other 
valuables. Gram-counting alpinists can strip the Yeti 45L of all of 
its accessories, transforming it into one of the lightest packs in 
its category.
ideal uses alpine climbing, backcountry skiing, mountaineering, 
expeditions
volume 45L +10L
weight 1480 g | min 850 g
style Bk09
made in China
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front zipper 
for easy 
access to pack 
contents

rope holder

three-point 
haul system

removable padded hip 
belt and back frame

hydration 
bladder-
compatible

removable, adjustable top lid 
with extendable 10L skirt

two fixed gear loops 
inside the pack

dual ice tool 
holders

front and side compression straps 
for skis or a snowboard

safety 
whistle

420 D rip-stop

double reinforced bottom

850D ballistic

4 removable, 
adjustable 
gear loops

aluminum 
stays can be 
customized
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YETI 60l 
a TouGh, STreaMLIneD PaCk For CarrYInG SerIouS LoaDS
The Yeti 60L pack is a large, top loading gear hauler designed for 
serious alpine adventures, including multi-day winter ascents and 
expeditions. we’ve stayed true to the versatile design that the Yeti 
packs are known for, while adding extra carrying capacity and other 
practical features. a full front zipper keeps the contents accessible 
and organized, even when you’re carrying large, bulky items like a 
tent or a paraglider. The removable back panel unfolds so you can 
use it as a ground pad for minimalist bivies or emergency situations. 
and don’t forget the practical features shared by all the Yeti packs, 

Taking off from Thorong Pass, nepal 
© Christophe Lelièvre

like the ice tool and ski or snowboard carrying systems, inner pockets 
for valuables, removable outer gear loops, and fixed inner gear loops. 
Like all the packs in the Yeti series, this model can be stripped of its 
accessories to make it one of the lightest in its category.
ideal uses alpine climbing, backcountry skiing, mountaineering, 
expeditions 
volume 60 L +10L
weight 1500 g | min 860 g
style Bk04
made in China
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4 removable, 
adjustable gear 
loops

removable 
padded hip belt 
and back frame

removable three-
fold ground pad

hydration bladder-
compatible

adjustable stabilizing straps

safety 
whistle

full front zipper for easy 
packing and access

two fixed gear loops 
inside the pack

dual ice tool 
holders

rope 
carrier

three point 
haul system

front and side 
compression 
straps for skis or 
a snowboard

420 D rip-stop

removable, adjustable top lid 
with extendable 10L skirt

double reinforced bottom

850D ballistic

aluminum stays can 
be customized
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MoNo
SLInG PaCk DeSIGneD For MaxIMuM FreeDoM oF MoveMenT
The Mono is the ideal companion for situations when you need to 
carry just the basics without compromising freedom of movement. 
The carrying system is just as stable as a normal pack, but the one-
shoulder design allows you to rotate the bag so you can safely and 
easily access the contents. There is a side pocket for storing a camera, 
sunglasses, and other small items. The helmet holder and gear loop 
make this the perfect pack for multi-pitch rock climbing, while the ski 
carry system and probe & shovel-friendly design also make it a great 
partner for your winter freeride adventures.
ideal uses Multi-pitch climbs, freeride skiing, urban use
volume 8 L
weight 490 g
style Bk11
made in vietnam

side 
pocket

helmet 
holder 

3-point sling 
pack with easy 
access design

gear loop

hydration bladder-
compatible

ski carry 
system

1000D

500D
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Irene Marcotti on the Contamine route, Pointe 
Lachenal, Mont Blanc range © German allende
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doublE MoNo 
InnovaTIve PaCk wITh InTeGraTeD Gear SLInG 
For LonG TeChnICaL CLIMBS
The Double Mono was designed with big walls, 
multi-pitch and aid climbing in mind. The double 
shoulder gear sling features eight separate gear 
loops to help you organize your rack, and it can 
be adjusted separately from the pack’s shoulder 
straps. You can easily access the removable 12L 
compartment at belay stations without taking 
off the gear sling. The pack has plenty of room 
for a windbreaker, water and a pair of shoes for 
the descent. There is no hip belt to interfere with 
your harness and the sternum strap is strategically 
located to keep the pack in place on even the 
steepest overhangs. Like all of our backpacks, the 
Double Mono features a minimalist design and is 
built to last.
ideal uses Big walls, multi-pitch, and aid climbing
volume 12 L 
weight 600 g | gearsling 250 g
style Bk05
made in vietnam

Fred Mathieu on the rebuffat route, 
Mont Blanc range © Landier Sylvie
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helmet 
holder

elastic side 
pockets

4 fixed +
4 adjustable 
gear loops

500D

1000D

hydration bladder-
compatible

removable 12L 
compartment

safety 
whistle
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PvC-free, bag-
shaped tarp

separate compartment for 
climbing shoes & extra gear

large pocket 
for map or 
guidebook

2 internal 
gear loops

one-piece 
construction

500D

safety 
whistle
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ocToPus 
SIMPLe & PraCTICaL CraG PaCk
The octopus is a clever, comfortable crag pack. Its unique, one-
piece construction gives it a clean look and makes it highly durable. 
Delivered with a bag-shaped rope tarp, this pack is incredibly 
practical for sessions at the crag or the gym. There is plenty of room 
for an 80-meter rope, a set of quickdraws, a belay device, climbing 
shoes, water, and a light jacket. The back of the pack opens like a 
book, providing easy access to all of your gear and keeping the 
shoulder straps and back panel out of the dirt.
ideal uses outdoor and indoor climbing, carrying and storing gear
volume 80 m rope + necessary gear
weight 1010 g
style Bk06
made in vietnam

Fred Mathieu at Céüse, France 
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head and spike hot 
forged in Switzerland

anti-corrosion 
surface treatment
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bluEbIRd
a CLaSSIC ICe axe ThaT’S LIGhTweIGhT, verSaTILe, anD BeauTIFuL
The Bluebird ice axe is a classic lightweight tool with a technical edge. 
The tool’s head and spike are individually hot forged in Switzerland 
to maximize strength, and feature a special surface treatment to 
prevent rust. The ergonomic head offers a comfortable grip, while 
the improved pick design maximizes technical performance. The 
angled spike is optimized for downhill travel. Both the head and 
spike feature a large eyelet that can easily accommodate a carabiner. 
The aircraft-grade anodized aluminum shaft is sandblasted for 
improved grip. we’ve designed this axe to offer the perfect balance of 
performance, durability, and esthetics. The Bluebird ice axe is a trusty 
companion for all of your classic mountaineering endeavors.
ideal uses Classic alpine routes, ski mountaineering, glacier travel, 
expeditions
weight 450 g
length 49 | 54 | 60 | 67 | 75 cm
style Ia01
made in France

ergonomic 
head shape

angled 
spike 

large 
eyelet

aircraft grade anodized, 
sandblasted aluminum 
shaft
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uNIVERsal PIToN
wheTher You’re aLPIne or aID CLIMBInG, Don’T Leave hoMe 
wIThouT a CouPLe oF TheSe verSaTILe, LIGhTweIGhT PITonS
alpine and aid climbers alike will appreciate this versatile chromoly 
steel piton, which fits into even the trickiest cracks. hot forged 
in Switzerland, it is durable enough to withstand multiple uses. 
The universal design maximizes hold, and the large head can 
accommodate two carabiners. keep a couple of these pitons stowed 
at the bottom of your pack for when the going gets tough!
ideal uses alpinism, aid climbing, rock and mixed climbing
weight 70 g
length | thickness 75 mm | 6 mm
style PT01
made in Switzerland

45° angle between 
the blade and head

70 g

6 mm thick

75 mm long

carbon 
steel
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Jonathan Crison and olivier Francois aid climbing on the 
route Tales of the Scorpion, in zion, utah © helias Millerioux
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 ozstian zsolt ice climbing at Mont Saxonnex, France © helias Millerioux
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boa lEash
LIGhTweIGhT, verSaTILe LeaSh SYSTeM For CoMMITTInG 
aLPIne rouTeS
with the Boa leash system, you get all the advantages of leashless 
tools, without the risk of dropping them! The leashes are a simple, 
lightweight way to connect your tools directly to your harness. The 
updated Boa system includes a separate tether for each tool, so you 
can use just one or both as necessary. To save weight, the large loops 
allow you to girth hitch the leashes directly to your tools, without 
requiring carabiners. The leashes are different colors so you can 
easily identify your right and left-hand tools. They can also be used 
to secure a piton hammer, camera, or even a backpack. True to Blue 
Ice tradition, the Boa leash system offers a compact, minimalist and 
versatile solution for your boldest alpine adventures.
ideal uses alpinism, mixed and ice climbing
strenght 2 kn
weight 50 g the pair
style BL02
made in France

no carabiners 
required for 
attachment

elastic 
webbing

PoSSIBILITIeS For TooL aTTaChMenT

over 
the blade

with a 
carabiner
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Tomas Mueller climbing 
at Finale Ligure, Italy 
© German Meliante

brush 
holder

210D ripstop 
nylon lining

carabiner 
attachment

stiff 
rim

PÖFF
eLeGanT ChaLk BaG wITh naTure-InSPIreD GraPhIC
The elegant Pöff chalk bag is designed to accompany you on all your 
hardest sends. It is made of recycled polyester and features a large 
opening with a stiff rim, and a brush holder. You can wear it with the 
included belt or attach it to your harness with a carabiner.
ideal uses rock climbing & bouldering
weight 75 g
style CB01
made in vietnam

post-consumer 
recycled polyester
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100% fair trade 
organic cotton

PIRaTE #01
BLue ICe LIMITeD eDITIon T-ShIrTS: BoLD 
DeSIGnS, earTh-FrIenDLY ManuFaCTurInG!
The first in our new series of limited edition 
t-shirts, the Pirate tee celebrates the launch of our 
latest creation, the Bluebird ice axe. True to Blue 
Ice values, this t-shirt features 100% fair trade 
organic cotton and is manufactured using socially 
and environmentally responsible methods. The 
women’s tee is hot pink and has a slim fit; the men’s 
shirt is kelly green.
sizes S, M , L
style Man TS03 | woman TS04
made in India

155 gr/m2

men’s
regular fit

manufactured using 
sustainable energy

no sweatshop labor

women’s
slim fit
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kThE aRT oF IcE clIMbING
requIreD reaDInG For aLL ICe CLIMBerS anD aLPInISTS!
everyone who has ever swung an ice tool, or wanted to learn, has 
something to gain from this excellent new book. Much more than 
your basic instructional manual, it presents an in-depth look at the 
sport of ice climbing, from the earliest alpine ascents to modern dry 
tooling. There is a wealth of information on climbing techniques, 
equipment, history, and even the science of ice itself.  all ice climbers 
should pay close attention to the authors’ innovative “Check and Go” 
risk reduction method, and their detailed analysis of the different 
types of ice formations.
numerous photos, charts, and diagrams illustrate the text, and there 
are personal accounts written by top ice climbers and alpinists. The 
Art of Ice Climbing is suitable for ice climbers of all abilities, as well as 
guides, instructors, and alpine clubs.
Foreword of the english version by Jeff Lowe.
style english Bo02 | The art of Ice Climbing 

French Bo01 | Glaces: arts, expériences et techniques
printed in Italy

soft cover 
with flaps

210 x 265 mm 
format

264 color 
pages
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Camille Didillon

Jonathan Crison Dave Searle

korra Pesce

The Power oF YouTh: work harD, PLaY harD
we are a small team, and most of us were under the age 
of 30 when we started. we love the mountains, and we 
find real satisfaction in creating the best tools for enjoying 
them. It used to be that we would stay up late planning our 
adventures — pouring over guidebooks to pick out our next 
alpine route, ice climb, or ski tour. now you’re just as likely to 
find us in the Blue Ice laboratory — sketching, mocking up, 
critiquing and revising the latest gear designs. our energy 
for this project is endless and our passion is at the heart of 
what we do.Claire Lafoux

Sales 

Irene Marcotti
Design 

Cecilia Bertorelle
Engineering 

Manu Ibarra
Ideas

Giovanni rossi
The boss

alberto Giolitti
Marketing

Jérôme Blanc-Gras
Publications
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helias Millerioux

Dante alegria elisabeth revol Tomas Mueller

Fred MathieuLuca rolli German allende abigail Pickett

olivier François

Sebastian Laurent roch Malnuit

Marco Tamponi Matteo Gigliokrister Jonsson Marco Spataro

Peo
PLe 

Insiders and friends
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uP France
64 rue de Lyret, 74400
Chamonix Mont Blanc
France

www.blueice.com
info@blueice.com
+33 (0)4 50 21 14 89

FoLLow uS

all rights reserved. Printed in Italy.

Our goal is to create highly durable products that are manufactured 
in a responsible, sustainable manner. This is an integral part of our 
commitment to the environment.

our warranTY
we guarantee all of our products to be free from defects in material 
and workmanship. If you are not satisfied with one of our products 
or if it does not perform to your expectations, simply return it to us 
for repair, replacement or refund.
our guarantee does not cover damage caused by normal wear and 
tear, misuse or modifications. nonetheless, in the case of normal 
wear and tear we promise to make repairs for a reasonable price 
and in a timely manner. 
For more information about our repair and return policies, please 
visit our website at: www.blueice.com.
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www.facebook.com/BlueIce

www.twitter.com/BlueIceClimbing


